We are the database providing company and have always laid importance on securing our client's
data. Much before the GDPR came into existence, we were alert and paid attention to the
protection clause. A dedicated legal team always ensures that we follow all the norms to keep our
proceedings legal and wise. This helps us retain our quality at most times.
Our team has adopted essential steps to ensure that the data we offer is GDPR compliant:

Information Source: The contact information of prospects we provide comes from trusted sources
like market surveys, seminars, conferences, websites, business listings, etc.
Verification & Validation: We cross-check and validate every data through email and
telephone verification process before delivering.
Data Cleansing: We update, cleanse, and certify our database on a regular basis.
Data Processing: We have appointed a DPO to keep an eye on our data processing system.

Data Policy: We have designed our policies in the focus of giving priority to data privacy.
Data Permission: We make sure only permissioned based data enters our database.

HOW BIZINFOR AIM TO PROTECT YOUR DATA?
At Bizlnfor, we religiously follow GDPR and protect your data by the following ways:
.. All the information we process takes place in a legitimate and compliant manner.
..

We are quick to initiate any customer request pertaining to data removal or portability.

..

We have a DPO who is responsible for monitoring and tracking the use of every data.

..

We give training to our employees to promote data compliance culture with our company.

..

We take proper permission from our clients before beginning any business communication.

..

We ensure that the third-party vendors we work along must follow our security obligations.

..

We encourage our customers to follow systematic security practices and take
responsibility for their data.

..

Our systems and policies are designed, keeping the security checks as a motive.

..

Our data usage policies are trusted and transparent as we inform our customers
before any data usage.

..

We store data in an encrypted formation that is protected with passwords for security clauses.

